Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
Captain’s Log Star Date 10211.29 Our shoreleave came to a conclusion, too soon I might add, but we have received orders to investigate an unknown ring. This investigation is going to take us near a Class N Planet in the farthest reaches of Federation Space. Once again, it will take us near the Breen and I don't like dealing with them too much

Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Ring of Warning" Part 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Mades says:
::on the bridge going through what little data there is on their new mission::

CTO_Peters says:
::On the bridge standing at tactical... keeping a close eye on the sensors, scanning for other ships.::

CEO_Russel says:
::In ME, making sure all systems are at peak efficiency.::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::leaving quarters ready to begin the first day::

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: We're 10 minutes away sir

CSO_KTor says:
::at the science station on the bridge, running scans on the planet and ring::

OPS_Mades says:
::frustrated that there isn't more here::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
FCO: Thank you Mr. Teasley

CTO_Peters says:
::Reading her sensors she picks up something....::  CO/XO:  Sirs, I'm picking up ship echoes.... but we are still too far to identify...  I suggest going to red alert.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Make it so

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::steps onto the bridge and looks around before proceeding to where the FCO is::

CEO_Russel says:
::Makes minor adjustments to the power distribution.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Hali, your thoughts as to why the Breen might want this "ring"?

CTO_Peters says:
CO:  Aye Sir, going to red alert.  ::Hits a button on her console and hears the klaxons go off and the sees the red flashing lights.::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::jumps slightly and continues on her way:: FCO: Hello again Commander.

OPS_Mades says:
::as the red lights flash once again, he wonders why they don't just leave them on.  Verifies that the appropriates power prioritization is occurring::

CSO_KTor says:
::gets ready to pull up short-range scanners as soon as we're in range::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Do you have the reports I requested sent by the Perdition about the Planet and the ring?

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: Hello, everything go well for you?

CSO_KTor says:
CO/XO: Sir, I have positive identification of the vessels. Two Breen ships orbiting the ring.

Host XO_Farrel says:
XO: I don't think we know for sure if they know about it, sir.  Perhaps we'll be able to explore it before they do?

CEO_Russel says:
::Frowns as the red alert sounds off.  Checks the scan results.  Frowns more.::

OPS_Mades says:
CO: I've brought up everything we have, sir.  I'm afraid it isn't very much.

CTO_Peters says:
::refining her sensors a bit she picks up the identity of the ship..:: Self:  Oh great these guys again...  ::mutters::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::smiles:: FCO: As well as they can, being reassigned so soon. The CO asked that I help with navigation so where would you like me to start?

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Very well, send it to my console if you will

CTO_Peters says:
CO/XO:  I've identified the ships...  We have two Breen ships orbiting the ring.

OPS_Mades says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::sends the scant reports to the CO::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Well Hali, it looks like the Breen have beaten us to it

Host XO_Farrel says:
CO: Err... ::hearing the CTO:: … I spoke too soon.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the Perdition reports::

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: Keep an eye open for anything that might cause us problems

CEO_Russel says:
::Sighs and returns to his work.::

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: 3 minutes to the system, sir

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Your right Mr. Mades, there isn't very much

CIV_T`Kerl says:
FCO: Very well. ::looks around:: I'll use that console right there so I can be close by.

OPS_Mades says:
CO: There's nothing like going in blind, sir.

CSO_KTor says:
CO: Sir, one of the ships is approaching.

CSO_KTor says:
CO: Estimating intercept in approximately 10 minutes.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Raise shields

CTO_Peters says:
::Readies phasers and torpedoes in case...::

CTO_Peters says:
CO:  Shields are raised Sir.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
FCO: Wait and see what the Breen vessel is going to do, then go to evasive maneuvers

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::walks over logging into the console bringing up navigation sensors::

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye, sir

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Open all hailing frequencies

OPS_Mades says:
CO: Yes, sir.  ::taps a control:: Frequencies open.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Breen vessel: This is Capt. McPherson-Quest of the USS Artemis, what are you doing in Federation Space?

CTO_Peters says:
::Locks onto the ship::

Host XO_Farrel says:
::mind wonders.  Soral's warning plays in her head.  She shivers at the thought of some ancient order after her.  The chimes of the comm pull her to the present::

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: We've arrived, sir

CMO_Mea`e says:
::With sickbay ready, decides to wander up to the bridge::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : There are no replies to the captain's hail

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::watches the readouts on the console and listens as the CO tries to hail::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CSO: What have you learned of the Class N planet and the rings?

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Steps into the TL::  Computer, bridge.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
::tries his hail again:: COMM: Breen vessel: This is Capt. McPherson-Quest of the USS Artemis, what are you doing in Federation Space?

CSO_KTor says:
CSO: Very little sir. Only what's in the database for class N planets; we don't have any information about the rings.

OPS_Mades says:
::shakes his head at the CO indicating "they aren't answering"::

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: Keeping looking for anything unusual

CTO_Peters says:
XO:  A warning shot across his nose might get his attention.  ::has no love loss for the Breen.::  They are activating weapons...  They will be within range in 4 minutes.

CSO_KTor says:
CO/XO: Sir, the other vessel is approaching our position.

CIV_T`Kerl says:
FCO: Looking but not finding anything yet. ::switches to another scan::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers Mr. Teasley

Host XO_Farrel says:
::looking at the map on the command console:: CO: Sir, they probably think we're intruding in their space.  This ring is smack in the middle of the both of us.  Maybe we could work...with the Breen.  ::can't believe she just said that::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Steps from the TL onto the bridge::

FCO_Teasley says:
::hits the ship hard to port::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Immediately after entering Weapons range, two torpedo shots emanate from the Breen cruiser...

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Hang on

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : One hits the Artemis dead center, port side, the other misses…

CMO_Mea`e says:
XO:  Sounds good to me.  ::moves to join her::

FCO_Teasley says:
::moves from port to starboard::

OPS_Mades says:
::sees the torpedoes::  Aloud:  Maybe this is what they consider working together.

CMO_Mea`e says:
XO: On second thought...

CTO_Peters says:
::Grabs onto her console to steady herself as they are hit.::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Minor damage to shields.

CEO_Russel says:
::Is shaken by the hit.::

CTO_Peters says:
CO/XO:  We have minor damage to the shields.. They are holding.

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::hangs on as the ship is rocked::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Well Hali, it seems they don't share your sentiments

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Pushing off from the console she fell against, she finds herself a seat an empty seat::

CEO_Russel says:
::Diverts power to the shields.::

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: This is where it get bumpy

CSO_KTor says:
::grabs his console during the hit::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
FCO: No joke.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : A few phaser shots hit the Artemis, rocking her.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Return fire

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::mutters:: Self: Blasted Breen are still useless.

CSO_KTor says:
::starts running scans on the Breen vessel, trying to uncover a weakness::

FCO_Teasley says:
::flies the ship beneath the Breen::

CTO_Peters says:
::Muttering.:: CO:  Aye Sir, thought you would never give the order...  ::Fingers flying across the console she fires phasers::

CSO_KTor says:
CO/XO: Sir, the second Breen vessel will be in weapons range in five minutes.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Breen ship overshoots, but still manages a shot with the aft torpedo launcher... Square in the middle of the Artemis Front shields.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::noticing the doctor take a seat beside her:: CMO: here we go again...

CTO_Peters says:
CO/XO:  Permission to fire a spread of torpedo.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The underbelly of the Breen ship glows with the Artemis' phaser fire.

FCO_Teasley says:
::turns the ship around to face the Breen's backside::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Try to disable them if you will

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Breen ship turns in tow, and the ships get locked in a turning battle::

CTO_Peters says:
CO:  Aye Sir...  ::Hitting her button, fires 3 torpedoes.::

OPS_Mades says:
::checks the power distribution subroutines, notes that everything is being diverted where needed and nods in approval::

CMO_Mea`e says:
XO:  Remember those roller coasters someone told us... was it you?  They should replace it with one of these.  ::Sighs::  We really do need better relations with these people.

FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to turn the ship faster::

Host XO_Farrel says:
::frowns, thinking this battle could have been avoided.  She looks at the console between her and the captain, worried about the second Breen ship::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Two hit, one the aft and upper shields of the Breen ship

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : A few more phaser fire hits the Artemis.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
FCO: Let's try and outrun them. Head towards the Planet

CTO_Peters says:
OPS:  Can I get more power to the upper shields...  Power count is low.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Buy us some time if you can

CSO_KTor says:
::keeps scanning both Breen ships to uncover weaknesses::

FCO_Teasley says:
::heads the ship to the planet:: CO: Aye, sir

OPS_Mades says:
CTO: It’s on the way.  ::keys in the commands::

CEO_Russel says:
::Assigns repair teams to the shield generators, to make sure they stay operational.::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : As the Artemis turns towards the planet, the second Breen ship is right in it's path. She fires the Breen Shield Drainer.

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::checks the navigation scans to make sure nothing is in their way::

OPS_Mades says:
::sees the weapon and curses silently::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : As the weapon connect, Several Emitters blow.. The shields buckle, and fail...

CTO_Peters says:
CO/XO:  Firing phasers, alternating shots.....

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Two torpedoes come in from the First Breen ship, and connect to the Artemis' deflector assembly.

CEO_Russel says:
::Electricity arcs over some of the nearby consoles.  Curses.::

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Taking her eyes of the console and sitting back in her seat::  CMO: Roller coaster?  uh more like merry go round  ::feeling the turn wars between the two ships feeling her stomach left behind::

OPS_Mades says:
CTO: More power isn't going to do you any good now.  ::starts looking for a reroute::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Fire aft torpedoes, wide burst

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Artemis’ phaser hits rock the Breen ship in front of it.

CTO_Peters says:
ALL:  Firing a spread of torpedoes...  ::Hits the button.::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::mutters:: Self: Just great from one ship constantly under fire to another one. ::punches the buttons a little hard trying to get something on the scans::

FCO_Teasley says:
::moves the ship to port::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Shields come back on after a few seconds.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: See what you can do about routing power back to the shields

OPS_Mades says:
CTO: There, got it I think.  ::turns and smiles at the CTO::

CTO_Peters says:
OPS:  Come on Christian you are my hero, get me some shields so I can beat up these Breen.

CEO_Russel says:
::Assigns repair teams to the deflector assembly.::  *CO*:  Sir, we lost the deflector array, warp is out of the question 'til it's fixed.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Thinks the situation is starting to look pretty grim::  FCO: Can you get an escape trajectory?

CTO_Peters says:
::Smiles:: OPS:  Like I said, my hero.  Thanks!!

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Breen Ships unleash phaser fire on the Artemis

FCO_Teasley says:
XO: I'll try

CIV_T`Kerl says:
CO: Sir, one of the ships has a defective shield emitter...if you concentrate fire it should fail.

OPS_Mades says:
::turns back to his console, all smiles from ear to ear and maybe a light blush::

CMO_Mea`e says:
XO:  Odd, are they toying with us?  I thought the Breen's weapons were more sophisticated then ours.  Or was that someone else?

CTO_Peters says:
::Continues to return fire, targeting their weapons array and engines.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Did you hear that, target the defective shield emitter

FCO_Teasley says:
::brings the ship to starboard::

CTO_Peters says:
CO/XO:  Shields can collapse anytime Sirs...  power getting too low...

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : One of the Breen ships gets two torpedoes hits.  The port shield fail, and the second torpedo connect... She is sent adrift as the impulse engine goes dead.

CTO_Peters says:
CO:  Aye Sir...  ::Adjusts her firing and aims for the defective shield emitter::

OPS_Mades says:
Aloud:  I'm running out of systems to pull from.

CEO_Russel says:
::Diverts power from the warp engines to the shields.::

Host XO_Farrel says:
CMO: They certainly do pack a punch ::exasperatedly blows her hair out of her face after a jolt::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : A few consoles explode on the bridge as the Breen phaser connect once again

OPS_Mades says:
::shields himself from the flying sparks as he struggles to keep his seat::

FCO_Teasley says:
::tries to run circles around the Breen ships::

CMO_Mea`e says:
XO:  I would bring the popcorn, but I have a feeling I will be needed down below soon.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Overhears that warp is down:: FCO: Guess there's no running...  

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The CTO's concentrated fire manages to destroy the affected emitter. The Breen weapon's shields fail on the ship that was already adrift

CTO_Peters says:
ALL:  All shields down to less then 50 percent.  Forward shields 15 %, aft 20 %, port 30%, starboard 30%,

FCO_Teasley says:
XO: Understood

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CIV: Try and find a weakness on the other Breen vessel

CSO_KTor says:
::directs all free scanners to the still-operating Breen vessel and forwards telemetry to T’Kerl::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
CO: Aye sir. ::moves scans over towards the other ship and starts looking for weaknesses::

CTO_Peters says:
All:  Up shields 40%, below shields 30%

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Second Breen ship veers off, and returns to the Artemis with a full volley of torpedoes.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Hears her comm chirp::  XO:  Nice to be wanted...  You... be careful.  ::Stands up and heads for sickbay::

FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: Do we still have our tractor beam

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Hali, any chance of salvaging this situation and negotiating with them?

CEO_Russel says:
::Damage reports come in.  Repair teams are sent off all over the ship.::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The first Breen ship regains impulse, but starts heading away from the fight

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Steps onto the TL::  Computer, sickbay.

CTO_Peters says:
::fingers flying she continues to target the Breen ships, firing phasers::  All:  Firing another spread of torpedoes... that brings us down to 72 left.

Host XO_Farrel says:
CMO: You too...  and you should arm yourself, this isn't going well...

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Artemis gets rocked as one of the torpedoes shorts the emitters on the left side.

CTO_Peters says:
CO:  I think so, sir.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Consequent phaser fire damages the left Nacelle

CEO_Russel says:
::Holds onto his console as the ship rocks.::

Host XO_Farrel says:
CO: Don't see how...  unless we "fake" surrender...

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Looks up, hearing Hali's voice, but missing her words as the door closes::  Darn...  ah well, if important, she will comm me.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The active Breen ship veers off, not without one of the Artemis' torpedoes hitting its underbelly.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Steps from the TL and hustles to sickbay::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Ventral shields on the Breen ship drop.

OPS_Mades says:
::starts draining every available drop of power he can for the shields.  They have to stay up.::

CTO_Peters says:
::Seeing shields drop on the Breen ship, concentrates fire on that section.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Fire torpedoes at the trailing ship

CIV_T`Kerl says:
CO: I can't find a weakness on the other ship. ::sighs::

CTO_Peters says:
CO:  Firing 2 torpedoes.... We are now down to 70.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Frowns as the sickbay lights flicker::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Another phaser shot and the Artemis' front shield buckle... One of the top beams on the bridge collapses, right on the railing above the CO and XO's heads.

CTO_Peters says:
All:  Forward shields down!

OPS_Mades says:
::turns hearing the crash:: CO/XO:  Watch out!

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Breen ship come about

CEO_Russel says:
::Assigns his last repair team to the front shield's emitter.::

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Grabs the CO's arm:: CO: Sir, we have to move!

CMO_Mea`e says:
*OPS*:  I know you are busy, but I need sickbay to stay online.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The beam crashes on the ground, and the chairs where the CO and XO once stood crushed.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Panels on the bridge start flickering.

CTO_Peters says:
::Mutters:: Self:  Ok, no more Mr. Nice Guy....  ::Fires another volley of torpedoes at the Breen::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Breen ship fires the shield drainer...

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::hits the console feeling helpless::

CMO_Mea`e says:
::With Sarah helping her, she soon has her arms through the medical gown and prepared for emergency surgery.::  Sarah:  casualty report.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Fortunately, it misses the Artemis.  But the full torpedo volley catches the Breen ship head on.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Is pulling the CO away when the beams crash down, the both of them disappear in a cloud of debris::

OPS_Mades says:
*CMO*: I can only give you minimal power for now.  That's they best we have.  ::watches all the alarms going off on his console as it starts to flicker::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The front of the ship disappears in a big ball of light

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::jumps up trying to get to the XO and CO:: CO/XO: Are you two okay?

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The Breen ship veers off, leaving a big chunk of itself behind

CTO_Peters says:
Self:  Take that!

FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Did we get it sir?

OPS_Mades says:
Aloud:  Did we do it?

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The debris prevents the others from seeing the main viewer.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION:  Only the CSO and CTO can see anything through their scanner consoles.

CEO_Russel says:
::Alarms blare.  Runs over to the warp core, grabbing his toolkit.::

CTO_Peters says:
All:  Breen ship veering off.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::For a while there is only silence.  Then coughs::   ::Hali pulls herself out from the debris cloud on her chest::

CMO_Mea`e says:
*OPS*:  Then you better pray it is enough...  ::nods to Sarah as she activates the SSF::

CTO_Peters says:
CSO:  You have the other on sensors?

CMO_Mea`e says:
Computer, activate EMH.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : In between the flickering of their panels, the CSO and CTO verify that the Breen ship is moving off…

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Heading away from the fight.

OPS_Mades says:
CO:  Sir, I'm reading micro fissures in the warp core.

CSO_KTor says:
CTO/XO/CO: The other Breen ship is also moving off.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Just as LRS pick up the first ship is entering warp

CMO_Mea`e says:
::As the doctor comes online, she sets him to the minor stuff.::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::trying to find the CO and XO becoming alarmed they haven't answered:: CO/XO: Where are you two? Are you okay?

CTO_Peters says:
::Tries to keep herself from getting electrocuted.::

CEO_Russel says:
::The remaining engineers and himself begin repairing the micro-fracture in the warp core, working as quickly as possible.::

OPS_Mades says:
*CEO*: Do you see the micro fissure alarms?

CSO_KTor says:
Bridge: The first Breen vessel has gone to warp.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The EMH in sickbay dies…  No power to the holographic emitters

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Keep me informed, we may have to eject the warp core

OPS_Mades says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Yes!  I'm neither blind nor deaf!

CMO_Mea`e says:
MO:  Sarah, I need you to prepare one of the cargo bays for casualties.  I will have the more minor ones directed there.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::hearing a voice:: CIV: I'm fine... but I lost my grip on the captain... ::suddenly hears his voice:: captain? ::looking up from the floor::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The warp core alarms die off as the CEO's team manages to seal the fissure

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::finally hears the CO talking...listens to the XO's voice and tries to reach her:: XO: Just keep talking I think I am near you. ::coughs in the dust::

OPS_Mades says:
::thinks the CEO is suffering from a bit too much stress at the moment:: *CEO*: Understood.

CSO_KTor says:
::keeps a scanner lock on the second Breen ship, while also setting up all-around scans::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The dust starts to settle

CEO_Russel says:
::Sighs as the alarms turn off.::

OPS_Mades says:
CO: It seems the Engineering crew has been able to seal the fissures, sir.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Notes Sarah leaving and begins to reconnect the arteries in the severed hand.::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
CTO: Can we get a vent going up here to get rid of some of this dust?

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : As the second Breen ship tries to enter warp, the Warp core goes critical and explodes.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Sees the CIV standing over her:: CIV: Hi there.  Mind helping a lady up? ::extending her hand::

CTO_Peters says:
CIV:  Err… they didn't come on?

CSO_KTor says:
Bridge: The second Breen vessel has been destroyed by a warp core breach.

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::grins and holds her hand out to the XO:: XO: From one lady to another let's get you off that floor.

FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Really?

CTO_Peters says:
::Grins::  CSO:  Got to like when that happens to the bad guys.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Very good

CMO_Mea`e says:
*XO*: Hali, I know it isn't your department, but if you can  have any spare counselors head down to cargo bay one, they could use a hand.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
CTO: If you must, pull out our most powerful torpedoes

CIV_T`Kerl says:
CTO: I think there is still a bit too much dust and when we start moving around it's going to be stirred up again.

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Casualty reports are coming in... 12 dead, 40 injured.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Smiles taking the hand, and pulls herself up.:: CIV: Thank you ::she brushes the dust of her hands onto her thighs::  

CEO_Russel says:
::Orders the engineers to finish with the warp core.::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
XO: This is not good and my guess is SFC will take their time to get us any help.

OPS_Mades says:
::with the immediate threat over, more power is freed up for various ship systems:: *CMO*: You should find some of your systems coming back up to full now Doctor.

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Finishes the delicate work and turns the closing over to one of the nurses.::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : Mades' switching of power manages to blow up a few EPS relays..

Host XO_Farrel says:
*CMO* I'll be right there.  

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The two lower decks loose lighting power

CMO_Mea`e says:
*OPS*:  Thanks...  For that, I will make sure you are at the top of my list for your next physical.

CMO_Mea`e says:
*XO*:  Thanks....

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Moves onto the next patient.::

CEO_Russel says:
::Walks over to a console.  Reads the loss of the EPS relays.::

Host XO_Farrel says:
CIV: Yes, it is such a big galaxy, and our fleet is spread pretty thin these days... ::looks over to the captain:: CO: Sir, they need help with the casualties.  Permission to leave the bridge?

OPS_Mades says:
::starts to reroute as various conduits fail::

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::Nods and heads back to the console she was using looking around at the mess::

Host SM_Sergio says:
ACTION : The dust on the bridge settles… The CO and XO chairs are totaled.

CEO_Russel says:
::Checks all the damage reports.  Does a quick calculation to have a time estimate for the captain.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
XO: Granted, but come as soon as I need you

CTO_Peters says:
::Pulling a panel from beneath her console out, she notices chips burnt out.. pulling out her tool kit she begins the tedious task of replacing them before the next set of trouble comes a calling.::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: Damage report Mr. Russel

FCO_Teasley says:
::wipes the blood from his head::

OPS_Mades says:
::shakes his head at the damage.  This looks like it was a close call.    Has various teams from Operations report to ME to help with the repairs::

CSO_KTor says:
::brushes some dust off his console - a fragment of glass falls out at the same time::

Host XO_Farrel says:
CO: Aye, aye.  ::as she turns for the turbo she sees the command chairs, thinking if they had been a half second longer...she pushes the thought aside and jumps up the stairs into the lift:: TL: cargo bay one

CIV_T`Kerl says:
FCO: You okay commander?

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: Yeah, I've had worse than this

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: Also we'll need a new XO and CO chairs and consoles

CIV_T`Kerl says:
FCO: Well I can grab a medkit and do a patch up unless you want to go to sickbay.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Anymore Breen vessels scurrying about?

CMO_Mea`e says:
::Looks up as one of her nurses hands her the updated casualty report and curses under her breath::

CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  Deflector dish and left nacelle are out, as well as 50% of the shield emitters, 30% of the EPS, as well as many other things.

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: I'm fine

OPS_Mades says:
::seeing the CTO is busy under the console, he checks:: CO: Nothing on sensor, sir.

CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  Critical systems will take about five hours to fix.

CIV_T`Kerl says:
::nods and sits back down at the console::

Host XO_Farrel says:
::Arrives on deck and runs down the corridor, wondering how bad this is going to be::

CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  For the rest...  ::sighs::  ... five days, maybe more.

FCO_Teasley says:
CIV: Best thing we can do right now is start assisting with repairs

CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  Oh, and we don't have any replacement chairs, sorry, sir.

CMO_Mea`e says:
*CO/XO*:  Casualty list so far.  12 Dead, 40 injured....

CTO_Peters says:
::Burns her fingers on one of the chips.  Curses under her breath.::

CSO_KTor says:
::having brushed the dust and broken glass off his console, reconfigures the interface to work around the holes::

CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  I'll have a full report ready in 15 minutes.

CIV_T`Kerl says:
FCO: I agree there. ::stands up:: I'll head down and see what I can assist with.

Host XO_Farrel says:
::steps into the cargo bay seeing a large mass of injured people.  She walks up to one of the nurses who gives a report, and hands her a medical kit.  Hali begins on a row of patients::

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Keep your eyes on the LRS

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: Very well Mr. Russel, do your best

CEO_Russel says:
*CO*:  Always, Russel out.

Host CO_McPherson-Quest says:
FCO: Find us a hiding place around that Planet

Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End "Ring of Warning" part 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


